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Hey, everyone. I'm Dr. Kristie Pretti-Frontczak, and I wanted to talk to you a little bit about this very simple 
thing that is a two-letter word called “no”. Let me give you a little backstory before I go into a bit more 
about what is so problematic about this very simple word called “no”. 

I run these Masterminds for Early Childhood Leaders, and inevitably a common theme that comes out 
across our sessions is this idea or this notion of, "How do I set limits? How do I say no to people? How do I 
create boundaries between my work life and my regular life?" One of my solutions has always been what 
I've learned over the years, which is about how to set personal and professional policies. Yet this past 
week or maybe even this past month, every single session continued to come back to the struggles that so 
many leaders are experiencing around this idea of saying “no”. They're still searching for this work-life 
balance. They want to stand up for and advocate for their beliefs. They want to even delegate. They're 
really trying to think about their capacity as a leader and everything that's kind of hindering is back to this 
very simple word of “no”. 

So, I got to thinking, why is this? Why are the solutions I've provided already, why aren't they working? So 
whenever I'm faced with a complex task, I sort of do the same thing. I research, and then I reflect. The 
research is basically me and a Google search bar. The reflection is a big journal where I can sit and look for 
the patterns and themes not only in the lives of those that I'm working with, in my own life, and then of 
course whatever I find in my research. 

So, let's talk about that. What did I find when I went to the Google search and said, "Best tips for saying 
no"? Well, if you look at the responses, you will find that year after year, expert after expert, there are 
tons of blogs and podcasts, YouTube videos, downloads, guides, courses, seminars, and even guided 
meditations, all that are sharing tips and strategies for helping us to say “no”, have people helping us 
figure out how to say “no” with grace, say “no” with compassion, say “no” in a timely fashion, say “no” 
with authority, say “no” while you're still being polite and being kind. We have all this stuff about how to 
say “no” to your kids, how to say “no” to your colleagues, or even how to say “no” to your boss, how to 
say “no” in an email, how to say “no” when you're face to face, in a letter, or what's your body language 
saying. 

So for sure, if you want to see the results of my research on this topic, feel free to jump over to the show 
notes and you can see a bunch of links of things that are really helpful, things that are very timely tips and 
actually scripts that we can use all in the effort to learn to say “no”. But, it still struck me that even with all 
these studies from the Mayo Clinic, these experts on entrepreneurs on what the most effective leaders do 
and don't do, we're still asking, or in my case googling, what is the best strategy for saying “no” so that I 
can help all of these amazing leaders in my Masterminds? 
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So, let's go to part two of my strategy, which is to reflect, to really turn to wonder. As I turned to wonder, I 
got to thinking about this little sentence, this little phrase, this two-little-lettered word, “no”. And then I 
thought about it from a developmental perspective. My curiosity landed on this question of, why did, at 
my age, why did I struggle to do something that even a toddler can seemingly do with such ease? Now, if 
you've ever run across a toddler, you know this to be true, that once they learned the power of “no”, they 
seem to use it indiscriminately. They don't seem to care who they say “no” to, when they say “no”, or 
even the feelings of the person they're saying “no” to. In fact, it seems like sometimes they even say “no” 
when they really mean yes. 

This got me to thinking, "Wow, this really is a paradox. There's this little word, this two-letter word that 
even I, this monolingual person, can say in multiple languages." So, it's simple, yet it's so complex. There 
are so many nuances and so many layers, so let's break down what a couple of those layers are and why it 
is so hard for us to say “no” when from a development perspective we learned it years, if not decades, 
ago. 

First of all, there's this complexity of who we have to say “no” to. So think about Bronfenbrenner. We sort 
of put ourselves at the center. Sometimes we have to say “no” to ourselves. “No”, you can't have another 
piece of chocolate cake. Sometimes we have to say “no” to those that we care a lot about, our partners, 
our kids, our family members, our staff, our colleagues. Then, it might even get dicier. Maybe we have to 
say “no” to people in authority, our boss, our supervisor. But then, sometimes there's just people we 
don't even know that we have to say “no” to. So you're walking through the grocery store and someone 
wants again chocolate cake, and you have to say “no” to them. There might even be times where you find 
yourself saying “no” to societal or cultural norms. There's this broadening of, from ourselves to the society 
we live in, these many, many opportunities of people we need to say “no” to, or at least we have the 
opportunity to say “no” to. 

Then, another layer of the complexity is, why do we have to say “no”? So if I were to ask most of you, 
"When do you use that two-letter word? When do you say “no”?" Well, you might say, "Well, when I 
disagree with something, when I don't like something, when I don't want something, when I don't have 
time for something, when now's not the right time, when you're not allowed to have something." There's 
all these reasons about why “no” is an effective or necessary word. 

Then, to make things even more complex, I got to thinking how we feel when we have to use that word 
“no”. Take just a second and think about all those reasons that I just rattled off about why we say “no”. 
That's a lot of negative overtones. That's a lot of kind of this being closed or restricted. In fact, that leads 
us to thinking like, "Well, I don't want to be negative," or, "I don't want to sound limiting or restricted." In 
fact, we know how it feels to hear “no”, so then we turn around and sort of imagine what someone else 
might feel like if we say “no” to them. So, we automatically, which is great taking the perspective of 
others, but we sort of withhold the use of “no” because we get to be worried about how they might feel. 
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There are other things we may feel even if saying “no” comes easy to us. So back to this sort of feeling is 
that we can get into this idea that we don't like to hear “no”, so we're not going to say “no”, or that we 
understand the courage it took of someone to ask so we don't want to say “no” to them. Then, there's this 
even harder part where we say yes, but we really meant “no”. So then how do we go back and regain our 
“no”? 

Then, sometimes we're just plain old worried about a whole bunch of things. For example, we don't want 
to hurt somebody's feelings. We don't want to miss an opportunity. We call this the fear of missing out. 
We don't want to be seen as difficult. We don't want to inconvenience someone. We don't want to seem 
uncaring or like we're not a team player. There are all these feelings or these underlying fears that keep us 
from saying “no”. 

So where does this leave us? Again, you can check the show notes of this post and you can access and 
download some of those templates, and scripts, and even some inspirational quotes that might be useful. 
For example, Brené Brown, she would say “Only when we believe deep down, that we are enough can we 
say “Enough!” 

And while those will be really helpful for many of you, and they're really helpful for me to be quite honest, 
I'm going to choose to get my wisdom from a two-year-old today. I'm going to really think about those 
toddlers I come across all the time and how they use the “no” so generously, let's say. 

One, they recognize that there's real power in that word. So maybe I can relearn that I have given away 
my power when I don't use “no”. I can regain my power when I'm crystal clear about my priorities and use 
those as my guide for saying “no”. Michael Hyatt talks about the difference between urgency and 
importance, and all too often I let someone else's urgency become what's important in my life. So I want 
to really get clear about my priorities so that I can relearn and retake my power in saying “no” to others or 
to situations. 

The second thing I can learn from a toddler is that I can actually, and you can't see me doing this with air 
quotes, but I can actually care less who I say “no” to, meaning that the first part of my filter, the first part 
of my, "Should I say ‘no’ in this instance or ‘no’ to this person?" should not be what they might think. It 
should not be, "Am I going to be judged harshly, badly? Will support be taken away from me? Will I hurt 
someone else's feelings?" Yes, we want to be compassionate. We want to be gentle. We want to be kind. 
Even when we're saying “no”, we have to be clear that our number one priority shouldn't be to please 
other people or to be overly worried about the consequences of our “no”, which again is tied to my 
priorities, is a problem for them. 
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Relatedly, and this is much more outside of toddlerhood, but I was thinking if we are really worried about 
the other person, let's say that if I say “no”, then somebody else is going to have to say “yes”, and so I take 
it on for them. Perhaps a better way to serve that relationship is to work together to both be able to say 
“no”. So if my staff are overburdened and I take on more for them, maybe my job as a leader is to help 
them learn how to say “no” back to me so they can set boundaries and limits and I don't have to worry 
about them. 

So number three from toddlerhood, this is sort of less about their communication, their ability to say “no” 
and more about that feeling. They are fearless. Toddlers have absolutely no fear. In fact, sometimes we 
wish they had a little bit more. So what we can learn from a toddler is that we can let go. We can release 
ourselves from some of our fear, whether that's our fear of missing out, our fear of consequences for 
others, even our fear of going back on something we said or losing ground, and maybe most importantly, 
our fear of disappointing others. 

I'll leave you with a Brené Brown quote on that topic alone. Because as you peel back, you might find that 
at the heart of saying “yes” is not what has meaning and what matters most to you but saying “yes” is an 
effort to keep from disappointing others. So, Brené Brown says, "Daring to set boundaries is about having 
the courage to love ourselves even when we risk disappointing others."  
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